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When applying for a job as an engineer, you want to emphasize your technical engineering skills and experience while also writing a clear and easy-to-understand resume.





Need some tips on how to write a strong engineer resume? Have a glance at the following information, then use the engineer resume example to help you write your own resume. This sample is for a job with a particular focus on electrical engineering.




   What to Include in Your Resume  


Lead with a resume summary. Consider including a summary of qualifications, also known as a resume summary statement, at the beginning of your resume. A resume summary provides the hiring manager with a concise description of your professional accomplishments and qualifications for the job. It shows him or her, at a glance, why you are a strong candidate.





Incorporate a tech table. Either at the beginning (after the resume summary) or at the end of your resume, insert a tech table that lists the software, hardware, and technical processes with which you are conversant. Be sure to include those that are specifically mentioned in the job ad; these are important “keywords” that will help rank your resume highly when it is scanned by an automated applicant tracking system during its first round of review.





Highlight key accomplishments. Underneath each job description, include a bulleted list not only of your job responsibilities but also of your key accomplishments. Try to use numbers to quantify those accomplishments. For example, you might explain that you "developed a process for building electrical circuits that sped up production time by 30%." These accomplishments show the hiring manager how you might add value to his or her company.





Emphasize your credentials. Include mention of all certifications you hold in Six Sigma, Kaizen, or other engineering methods or processes. These are typically listed at the end of your resume, in the “Education” section.




   Tips for Writing an Effective Resume for an Engineer  


Consider using a project list. If you are a seasoned engineer who has successfully managed major projects, showcase these by placing them in a dedicated “Career Accomplishments” section, positioned after the initial career summary and before your “Experience” section. Highlight these with budget figures, percentages, and / or dates / time of completion.






If you use a dedicated project list, don’t repeat this information under your work history. Instead, choose other notable accomplishments / contributions to highlight in the “Experience” section.





Customize your resume. A single resume does not “fit all.” Tweak each resume you send out so that it specifically speaks to the employer’s stated needs. The position announcement is your best guide as to which keywords should be used (and repeated) and what information should be given pride of place.





Use resume examples. Use resume examples, like the one listed below, to help you write your resume. Examples can help you decide how to format your resume, as well as what information to include. You can look at generic resumes, but engineering resume samples will be the most useful because of their specificity to your field.





Edit, Edit, Edit. Even though technical, hard skills are critical for an engineer, you still want your resume to be well-written.






Be sure to thoroughly read through your resume before sending it, proofreading for any spelling and grammar errors.





Also, make sure your formatting is consistent. For example, if you bold one job title, be sure to bold all of them. Consider asking a friend, family member, or career counselor to look at your resume as well.




   Engineering Resume Template  


This is an example of a resume for an engineer position. Download the engineer resume template (compatible with Google Docs and Word Online) or review more examples.
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Download the Word Template




   Engineering Resume Sample (Text Version)  



Kenneth R. Zajac
8999 Lantree Drive • Howell, MI 99999 • (123) 456-7890 • krzajack.applicant@email.com
ENGINEERING MANAGER
Building better-performing companies and products through engineering
Respected engineer with more than 10 years of experience in engineering and management, research and development, leadership and mentoring, as well as problem-solving, seeks position with a top firm.
Key skills include:
● Conducting Six Sigma Projects
● Reducing Warranty Costs
● Experience in Engine Control
● Performing Custom Data Acquisition
● Experience with NVH Testing Systems
● Improving Product Quality and Manufacturability
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, Livonia, MI
CHIEF R&D ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIST (February 2013 – Present)
Promoted to research, develop, and implement all technologies, products, standards, procedures, and processes including engines/transmission control, custom data acquisition, and, NVH testing systems.
Notable accomplishments:
● Conducted Six Sigma and Lean Six Sigma projects to reduce engineering rework.
● Reduced project lead times companywide by 20 percent over a two-year period.
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, Livonia, MI
CHIEF CONTROLS ENGINEER (June 2008 – February 2013)
Managed a group of 20+ engineers including hiring, performance review, and daily supervision.
Notable Accomplishments:
● Developed and administered the engineering concept, preliminary, and final design review process.
● Evaluated work assignments and developed a master schedule for multiple projects.
EDUCATION & CREDENTIALS
FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY, Big Rapids, MI
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering (3.75 GPA, Honor Roll Each Semester), 2008
Certifications
Six Sigma Black Belt, Michigan Manufacturing and Technology Center, Plymouth, MI
Other Engineering Certificates
Energy Efficiency Management Certificate (EEMC) • Certified Power Quality Professional (CPQP)




   More Resume Examples  


Review more professionally written resume examples for jobs, internships, gigs, volunteering, and other positions.
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Student Resume Examples, Templates, and Writing Tips
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Important Accounting Skills for Workplace Success
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Marketing Cover Letter Example and Writing Tips
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Construction Resume Examples and Writing Tips
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College Student Resume Example and Writing Tips
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Android Developer Resume Example and Writing Tips
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Summer Sales Associate Resume Example
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Business / Administration Resume Examples and Templates
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Teacher Resume Examples and Writing Tips
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Resume Examples Listed by Style
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IT Technician Resume Example With Summary Statement
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High School Resume Example with Summary
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Health Insurance Industry Resume Example and Writing Tips
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Special Education Teacher Resume Example
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Resume Example for Childcare / Social Services Worker
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Customer Service Resume Examples and Writing Tips
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